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WONDERFUL VIRGINIA TECH ELEVEN 
SMASHES TIGERS AT HOMECOMING 
Smoothly   Functioning   Machine   Of 
Gobblers   Finds   No   Match   In 
S» Weakened   Tigers—Worst   De- 
feat   of   Recent   Years—Har- 
mon   Scores. 
r< 
The Tigers did not gobble the 
Gobblers. The Gobblers lived fully 
up  to  their  name  and  gobbled  the 
* Tigers. Onto the home field of the 
Jungle Beast they strutted, preen- 
ing their bronze red feathers, and 
they showed the Clemson Home- 
coming Day crowd that Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute has a wonder- 
ful   football   machine.   They  literally 
* overran the C|lemison team, the first 
time that has been done in some 
seasons and the first time on Riggs 
Field since the war. Clemson scored 
on them, however, something no 
other team has done, and the final 
count was 50 to 6. 
6 Many football teams are referred 
to as machines, but a good many of 
these     so-called   machines     are, as 
dilapidated,   ante-dated,   and   rattle- 
1  -       trap   as   a   Blue   Ridge   locomotive 
I   or   no.    2    of   Henry   Ford's    series 
which   now   runs   up   to   over    10,- 
M|    000,000.  Not  so   the  V.   P.   I.   grid- 
;    .   iron   mchine.   It   functions   in   every 
department with the quiet precision, 
and  thunderbolt  power  of  a  trans- 
continental   express   or   Mr.    Ford's 
latest  product,   the  Lincoln. 
i Wn October 4  this writer went to 
* A-'.burn with the Clemson football 
Learn,  and  saw  them  lose  a  titanic 
K battle    to    the    other    Tiger    team. 
F And    we    thought    the    Plainsmen 
* I had as pretty a football team as 
B'tlie eye would care to behold. But 
|fyou   can't   stack   the   Auburn   team 
t        in the same class with the Gobblers. 
4fr How   they   ever   achieved   a   score- 
~j0    less tie is hard to imagine. It must 
have   been   a   great   Auburn   spirit 
„•        which    made    the    team    play    far 
over   its   head,   for  as seen  by  this 
"j A writer   the   Plainsmen   are   not   on 
^       a  par  in  quality  with  the  Virginia 
Tech team. 
The Tech line charges,  and when 
it charges it opens holes. The Tech 
'*       backs   buck,   and   when   they   buck 
they, dig  every  second  and   are   not 
stopped   by   one  man,   or  two   men. 
* They also run ends, and when they 
do they fly with the swiftness of 
a wounded doe. They make thoss 
runs,      line      and end,      behind 
if well-nigh perfect interference, and 
that interference spills the enemy 
for When a Gobbler blocks a man 
m he throws himself squarely at the 
knee-caps of the would-be tackier 
and that man is blocked. And V. 
P. 1.1 kicks, all varieties, from the 
toe of Mr. Rutherford, who is one 
of the most intellectual gentlemen 
in the pedal extremities we havs 
ever seen. 
All   of   which   being   true,   it   ia 
evident  that  V.   P.   I.   had  a  much 
(Continued on Page Five) 
» 
TIGER CUBS PREPARE 
FOR P. C, FRESHMEN 
Clemson    Fi-osh   Face   Bluestocking 
Rats  On   Riggs  Field  Saturday— 
Visitors   Have   Strong   Team. 
• On Saturday, the eighth of Nov- 
ember, the Tiger Cubs will meet 
the freshmen eleven from P. C. 
The Presbyterians have perhaps 
the strongest rat team in the state, 
and the game cannot help being a 
scrap from beginning to end. Each 
conflict the rats have entered thi3 
year has breught out new angles 
to the puzzle of selecting eleven 
best men on the squad. Then too, 
several boys who have just dis- 
covered that they possess football 
aspirations and talent have recently 
made their initial debut on the grid- 
iron. 
Ever busy, Coach Cul constantly 
makes changes in the line-up. This 
shifting of positions gives each man 
the maximum chance to demon- 
strate his ability. Manning, who has 
been performing at a wing posi- 
tion, is now galloping in the back- 
field, and to be true he sets a 
mean pace. Rusty Cox, a fiery hair- 
ed boy from Belton, is one lad who, 
unlike our friend Bill Chapman, 
doesn't wear a number ten shoe 
for ornament alone, can really boot 
the old pig-skin for ' a "fare ye 
well." Hare is another youngster 
who is shining at a new position. 
He and Chub Harvey alternate at 
center  and left guard. 
Good Material Gone 
Although the team will undoubt- 
edly function as usual Saturday, the 
loss of three men from the first 
string will be felt keenly. Boots 
Askew, Bethea, and Spears have 
left and the young Chandler lad, 
who had already made his first 
effort to establish himself in Clem- 
son's athletic history with such ex- 
cellent results, is away now and 
may not return. The loss of these 
three men is truly regretable, and 
although we wish them the best 
(Continued on Page Five-) 
TIGER AND WILDCAT 
SCRAP INJJHARLOTTE 
Fierce Battle Expected As Davidson 
Is   Strong—Alumni   In   Charlotte 
All  Pepped  Up 
FATHER OF CADET 
DIES ON MOfflAY 
Sympthy  Of  Cadets   Goes   To   Cadet 
Crane. 
W. W. Crane, of Taylors, the 
father of Cadet M. C. Crane, died 
Monday according to news re- 
ceived at Clemson Monday night. 
The sympathy of the entire cadet 
corps  goes   out  to   Cadet   Crane   in 
this hour of greatest bereavement. 
—W. W.  B. 
Turning from the fowls which 
have been such disastrous oppon- 
ents in the last two games, the 
Tiger will once more turn his at- 
tention to beasts of his own nature 
Saturday when he meets the Wild- 
cats of Davidson in Charlotte, near 
the back-yard of the Davidson beast. 
Tiger and Wildcat always give 
fierce battle, and the Wildcat this 
year has a much improved team, 
classed as one of the two best in 
North Carolina, a team that has 
been defeated only once this season, 
and one that will be fighting to 
avenge defets Clemson has imposed 
on Davidson teams of recent years. 
Davidson's students will probably 
be at the game in force. Clemson's 
will be unable to attend, but re- 
ports from the North Carolina city 
indicate that the alumni there are 
organizing to put worlds of Tiger 
pep behind the Jungaleers, so that 
they will not lack for backing from 
the side-lines. It is possible that the 
cheer-leaders will go up to lead 
the old students in their yelling. 
It is hoped that the Jungle eleven 
will come out of its recent slump 
and be in top form for the fracas 
Saturday. Whether or not Captain 
Chrlie Robinson will be able to 
play is not yet known, but is pro- 
bable that he will still be out. 
The record of the Davidson team 
up to date is an impressive one. 
They have lost only to Furman, 
tieing North Carolina State, and 
winning five other games. The re- 
cord. 
Davidson     14 Elon     0 
Davidson     14 P.   C.     0 
Davidson       7 Richmond     0 
Davidson       7 Wofford     0 
Davidson     25 Lenoir     0 
Davidson       0 Furman     6 
Davidson     10 N.  C.  State  10 
Total Davidson 78 Opponents 16 
Clemson's Tigers have two vic- 
tories to their credit, both being 
against teams that Davidson has 
played. Davidson and Clemon both 
defeated P. C. by the same margin, 
14 to 0. Clemson defeated Elon 
much more severely than did the 
Wildcats. Davidson has not played 
the three Conference teams which 
have defeated Clemson. 
A real battle is insured for the 
Charlotte fans Saturday. Davidson 
expects to win, but Clemson knows 
otherwise. The Tigers must and 
will  gain  the victory. 
—W.  W.   B. 
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM TO HAVE MEET 
WITH GEORGIA TECH HERE SATURDAY 
RESERVES TO PLAY 
NORTH JSE0R8IA AGS 
Game   To   Be   Staged   At   Fail'   In 
Hartwell—Scrubs  Have  Good 
Team,  Having Defeated Pied- 
mont    College    Already 
Long    Distance    Runners    Plan    To 
Beat Tech—Line-up Announced 
Other Meets Arranged. 
The Clemson reserves, second- 
string, scrubs, or whatever else 
you wish to call that valiant fight- 
ing crew, will attempt to complete 
their conquest of North Georgia's 
colleges Saturday when they meet 
the North Georgia Aggies at the 
Fair at Hartwell, Georgia. 
These hard-fighting Tigers recent- 
ly defeated Piedmont College, 
bringing home the bacon to Jungle- 
town at the same time the rat 
team won their first game. This 
week they plan to subdue the Aggies 
That will make them offical cham- 
pions over all Georgia institutions 
of higher education North of 
Atlanta. 
The reserves are a tough crew 
to beat, and they put up a great 
game for Clemson on every field. 
It is their hard work as opposi- 
tion which brings the varsity team 
to its top form, and it is but right 
that they should have some games 
of their  own  as  a  reward. 
The    trip    to    Demorest    for    the 
Piedmont gme  was  made  under   I ' 
leadership    of   "Holtzy"    and    it    i3 
likely   that   he   will   take   the   team 
to   Hartwell   Saturday. 
Games played at fairs are usually 
gala atractions and the one at 
Hartwell is expected to be no ex- 
ception. The crowd, being Georgia 
folk, will likely be inclined to 
root for the Tigers' opponents, but 
that will not discourgae them and 
they are quite sure of bringing 
home some North Georgia Agricul- 
tural bacon. It is probable that the 
Hartwell folk will have same enter- 
tainment rigged up for the visiting 
teams, and the scrubs should enjoy 
their trip to  a large extent. 
While the varsity is at Davidson, 
their brothers-in-moleskin will be 
preforming at Hartwell, bringing 
equal honor, though possibly not 
quite so much publicity, to the 
Clemson   colors. 
—W.  W.   B. 
I? 
Prof, and Mrs. Sam R. Rhodes 
returned to the campus on Sunday 
after a visit of several days to rela- 
tives and friends in Marion and 
Florence. 
The team will be given 
a farewell pep meeting 
Thursday night after 
supper. It is your bound 
duty as a Tiger to be 
there. Let's make the 
gathering of the Tiger 
clan 100 percent strong. 
The Tiger Cross-Country team 
will entertain a foe of note on the 
Clemson compus Saturday after- 
noon when the Georgia Tech team 
comes here for a dual meet. Coach 
Reed and all his boys are set on 
winning this meet, and they believe 
they can do it, as they came out 
only, slightly behind the Yellow- 
jackets in the A. A. U. race in 
Atlanta and that was run over a 
course shorter than the one to 
which the Clemson team is ac- 
customed. 
The race Saturday will be run 
over a course which runs a dis- 
tance of 4.1 miles, starting and 
finishing on the track on Riggs 
Field, and running out through the 
college farms. Six men will run on 
each team, the first five of that 
six to finish counting in the scor- 
ing. 
A   large   crowd   should   turn   oiit 
to   see   the   long   distance   rujne'rB 
come through their gruelling grincl. 
Cross country is one of the hardest 
tests in the world of sport, and tne 
Clemson   men  who   work   hard   an(j 
faithfully for the good  of t^e team 
should    be   given   more   encourage 
ment.    The    freshmen    gam,    with 
P. C. will be played on Riggs, Field 
Saturday   afternoon,       and   thougn 
the   varsity      team   is   playing  '    jn 
Charlotte, a large assemblage of st'u-' 
dents  and  fans  should  come  out  to\ 
see the dual attraction, football and   ' 
cross  country. 
Clemson will enter two teams, 
a first and a second, in the race 
according to Coach Reed. He is do- 
ing this for the purpose of giving 
a larger number of men a test un- 
der real fire. The first team will, 
of course, be the one to count as 
Clemson's team in the scoring. 
The first team will be composed 
of E. C. Sease, Buck, R. E. Sease, 
Hart, Jordan, and Cannon. The 
second will be composed of Buie, 
Haskell, Blakeney, Steer, Wilson, 
and McLeod. 
On Saturday, Nov. 15, the (team 
will go to Athens for a dual meet 
with the University of Georgia, and 
on the following Saturday, Nov. 2 2, 
they will be hosts at the South 
Carolina state meet to be held here. 
Plans for the state meet have been 
previously announced. E'ntries have 
been received from P. C, Wofford, 
and Furman. It is expected that the 
Citadel and Newberry will also send 
teams. Carolina has sent word that 
it will be impossible for them to 
enter a team. 
—W.   W,   B, 
Prof, and Mrs. David H. Henry 
spent last week-end with relatives 
in Abbeville. 
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THE   SEASON    IS   CLOSING 
In   three   weeks   the   curtain   will 
fall  on  the  footbal  season  of   1924. 
At   Tigertown   the   closing   will   be 
celebrated    With    the    annual,  game 
with    the    Purple      Hurricane.    Be- 
tween  now   and   the   Furm-an   game 
on    Thanksgiving      there    are    two 
g\Jfi©s     which      the   Tiger      Team 
MUST vvin-   Saturday   the   Jugaleers 
take   on tne   Oavidson   Wildcats   at 
Charlottr   To   date  tne  North  Caro- 
lina  teat1   llas  enJ°ye(i  a  very suc- 
cessful s
!ason. Last week they held 
the   Stat3   team   of   North   Carolina 
to    a    iJ-l°    tie.    Against    Furman 
they   u'Sde   six   first   downs   to   Fur- 
man'?-    five.    So    according    to    pre- 
gan,.e    dope    we    enter    the    game 
Saturday   with     the   cards   stacked 
fibout   even.   Our   team   must   come 
'out   of   that   game   with   the   score 
in  their   favor,  and   to   do   this  they 
must   have   fight.   It   is   up   to   the 
Corps   to  get   the   true  Tiger   spirit 
and back that team to win. 
After the Davidson game comes 
the fracas with the Citadel Bull- 
dogs. This game is to be played 
in Anderson, and from all advance 
indications, will be a scrap from 
start to finish. The Citadel team, 
playing before a great crowd of old 
grduates on Homecoming Day a 
few w.eks ago, turned back the Fur- 
manites to the tune of 6-0. From 
this it is reasonable to suspect that 
we will strike a snag when we mix 
up with these same Bulldogs in 
Anderson . For this game and, as 
we have said above, for the David- 
son game, it is absolutely necessary 
that the student body get in there 
and put the old tight in our foot- 
ball team. The spirit is rising, but 
it has not reached the plane that 
is required for the winning of 
these two gmes. Get out to pep 
meetings. Talk to the players. At- 
tend practice. Show the team that 
■we want the games and must have 
them. They will win them if they 
have the fight. It is up to us to 
help   and   make   them   get   it. 
We want these two games. They 
bemoan the need of a bufloon later. 
are as important as any ocuer games 
i,a tne scneuuie. AS tor the Fur- 
uin game, it is asaurea aireaay tnat 
.-ue spun win oc uc.i. 1'nst is in- 
born in every true Tiger. 
ij\ii until tne f'unuan game we 
tiiust Keep anve ana increase tne 
..igai oi Ljc team. i-,et's show them 
.,c arc ocii.i-Q tnem to tne limit. 
xney will do no less than keep 
cneir part or the deal By giving 
tueir   an   m   every   game. 
—E.   L.   S. 
A HOST ESS HOUSE KOK CLEMSON 
What would a hostess house at 
Ciemson mean to the cadets? That 
is a question that we often hear, 
nut no one has yet determined to 
tintl the results by building this 
structure that is so much in need 
at our school. How such a building 
can be built that will accomodate 
as many visiting girls as we often- 
times have on our campus is tut 
one great question that arises when 
this sbuject is brought up for dis- 
cussion. Of course no means can 
be found if everyone merely asks 
the question of how it can be built 
and then drops the issue without 
consideration of the many ways 
wherein the answer may be' found. 
What we need in order to as?1, e 
us the accomodations that we need 
so cadly'is the combined efforts of 
ali cadets, alrnuni, and faculty 
members. Certainly some means can 
be1 devised whereby funds can be 
raised to supply our gtreat need. 
To the ladies of the campus the 
cadets owe the greatest amount of 
thanks for their kindness in taking 
care of the girls that we have up 
for our college dances. Were it 
not for this kindness it would be 
absolutely impossible to have 
dances throughout the year. But 
isn't it time that the cadets were 
;:. viding some- way to care for 
-i:esa girls without imposing upon 
these kind ladies at all times? At 
the annual Junior-Senior banquet 
and dance there are always many 
young ladies who are not placed 
even with the families about the 
campus, and these girls have to be 
placed in such places as the Trustee 
House and other equally inconven- 
ient locations. The one and only 
cure for this is a hostess house, and 
we, the students of Clemson, beg 
the authorities and the loyal alumni 
of this great institution to aid n 
in our fight for this home for 
the many, many young ladies who 
come to Clemson annually, in order 
that we may afford greater, conveni- 
ences and facilties to  them. 
—J.   B.   C. 
SGT.  GILBERT  E.  NARAMOR. 
..Sergeant Gilbert E. Naramor has 
n assigned to Clemson to take 
the p.ace of Sgt. Singer. Sgt. Nara- 
ii.or. came to Clemson from Fort 
McPherson, Ga. wher he was pre- 
viously stationed. Hdientered.the ser- 
vice in 1914 and served in the 211th 
Calvary until 1917. Then he was 
in the 2nd Division Train in France 
during the war. Sgt. Naramor has 
seen ten years service. 
He has the remarkable record of 
holding the rank of sharp shooter 
in the rifle, automatic rifle and 
pistol. 
We are indeed glad to have Sgt. 
Naramor with us here at Clemson 
and hope that he will find the work 
and  surroundings very pleasant. 
—G.  W.  G. 
It is more profitable to listen 
to a fool first and hang him after- 
wards when the need for gayety is 
passed,  than  to hang him  first prd 
iN TIGER STAFF 
J.   B.   ("aughinan   To   Succeed  E.   C. 
DeLoach  As Associate Editor— 
Other Vacancies To be Filled 
At  Later  Date. 
It is with a great regret that The 
Tiger announces the lose of three 
members of its staff. E. C. DeLoache 
Associate Editor, J. C. Felder 
Assistant Athletic Editor, and E. W. 
Ellis, Assistant Joke Editor, were 
among the ones that went out from 
Clemson as a result of the recent 
disturbance. All of these men were 
hard workers in their departments, 
and the paper will suffer from their 
loss. We will miss them'' in our 
weekly write-ups, yet we can only 
wish them the best of luck in the 
new work  that they will take  up. 
At the present a successor to the 
Associate .Editor will be named. 
The vacancies in the other depart- 
ments will be filled at a later time. 
To succeed DeLoache a former staff 
reporter will get the call. It is a 
pleasure on the part of the staff 
to give this promotion to J. B. 
C:u;gliman. As a reporter he has 
always been' ready to help us out 
in our work. Possessed with good 
style of writing and with a willing- 
ness to work, "Red" should prove 
a distinct asset to the editoral staff. 
Ranking very high in his studies 
and gifted with a good disposition, 
he is only deserving of the honor. 
We wish him success and we know 
that he will carry on his new duties 
to  the very best of his ability. 
—E.   L.   S. 
THE   JUNGLEER8. 
The Jungaleers have been reor- 
ganised under the management of 
Prof. Freeman and promise to be 
better than ever. The orchestra lost 
several good men in the recent dis- 
turbance and it was necessary to 
replace these men before the or- 
chestra could continue in its work. 
Prof. Freeman has volunteered to 
manage the orchestra and under 
his direction it should be one that 
all of us should be proud of. Prof. 
Freeman is a graduate of Clemson 
in the class of '2 2. During his 
Senior year he was Captain of the 
Band and director of the orchestra 
and Glee Club. He is fine muscian 
and Cully capable of getting together 
as fine an orchestra as ClemsoT 
lias ever had. The college is indeed 
fortunate to have him connected 
with the Band and  orchestra. 
The other members of the or- 
chestra are J. R. Heller, trumpet; 
D. R. Ergle, trombone; J. Babb, 
piano: L. E. Cromer, drums, W. C. 
Hutchins, saxaphone; J. M. Van 
de E'rve. bango; and L. G. Knobe- 
loch, saxaphone and violin. All 
these boy? are fine muscians and 
with the experience they have had 
and the direction that they will 
get this year they should form a 
very fine orchestra. We wish the 
Jungaleers great success  this year. 
—G: W. G. 
MORE  DIRT 
The more we hear of that Tea- 
pot Dome thing the more we com* 
to the refined idea that it is an- 
other kind of a  pot. 
A man whose heart still beats 
with romantic fervor after having 
been married to her five years, 
ought to have his temperature taken 
and should then be stuffed and 
placed on exhibition as a public 
curiosity. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
POSTPONES MEETING 
.Meeting  Was  To  Be  Held  On  31st. 
Postponed Because of Recent 
."dieting Of  Board—Will  Be 
Held    Later. 
The scheduled meeting of the 
Board of Trustees which was to be 
held on the 31st. has been postpon- 
ed., due to the fact that the mem- 
bers were at Clemson during the 
recent trouble and it would be im- 
possible for them to leave their 
business again. The meeting was 
to be held to make out the bud- 
get for the legislature but this has 
been turned over to the chairman 
of the board and will be ratified 
by the members at their next meet- 
ing. The members of the boar I 
give a great deal of their time to 
the college but it is impossible for 
them to meet twice in such a short 
space of time. 




Nehemiah Is The Theme Of Address 
Delivered   Before   Large   Crowd— 
Seniors   Turn   Out   Well. 
Just make the announcement 
that "Mr. McSween will speak" and 
there usually will be a large crowd 
there to hear him. Mr. McSween 
spoke on Nehemiah Rebuilding the 
Walls of Jerusalem. 
Nehemiah was a man who did so 
much and yet is heard so little 
about. He carried the burden of 
his homeland. He gained a posi- 
tion up close to the king and in 
that way was in a position to make 
petitions to the king. So he peti- 
tioned the king to let him go back 
to Jerusalem and rebulid the walls 
there. Right from the beginning 
Nehemiah met opposition. The peo 
pie ridiculed him and told him 
that it was impossible to rebuild 
the wall out of the old tones that 
were there. The people against 
him thought „he was trying to over- 
throw the King of Persia. Then the 
people tried to stop Nehemiah by 
open opposition and tried to force 
cessation of work, but that failed. 
So then they tried to compromise, 
but Nehemiah said that he was 
busy with an important work and 
could not come down to com- 
promise. They even tried to- dis- 
courge him by telling him that som? 
one was going to try to kill him. 
Before long Nehemiah's own peo- 
ple became weak at heart and 
wanted to quit, but Nehemiah urged 
them   on. 
Nehemiah had certain characteris- 
tics that led him on against all 
of this opposition. He was a man 
of prayer. A long time before going 
before the king he was engaged in 
prayer. He gave the people who 
ridiculed him an answer of prayer. 
He had faith in God. He had to 
have faith to go on with the great 
work he had started under the 
conditions he had to work. When 
his people grew tired he said "Re- 
member the Lord." He had faith in 
his purpose. When the king asked him 
to come down and compromise he 
said, "I am doing a great work and 
connot    come    down." 
Each of us is a builder just as 
Nehemiah was, We have a great life 
to bulid. The greatest work we have 
is the building of character, and 
that is what we are supposed to 




Four   Members   In   The   Company—       «| 
Are  Trained   Muscians—Excellent 
Program   Promised. 
The Tiger is in receipt of the 
following article from Dr. Daniel, 
who is in charge of the Lyceum 
Course   here  at  Clemson. 
"An evening of good music pre- 
sented by a group of exceptionally 
fine artists is in store for the peo- 
ple of Clemson on Saturday even- 
ing,when the Fenwick Newell Con- 
cert Company will appear at the 
College Nov. 8th. Each member of 
this company has established an 
enviable reputation in the concert 
world before becoming a member 
of this organization, and in choos- 
ing them Mr. Newell considered 
uppermost their actual attainments 
along musical lines. 
Fenwick Newell has completed 
thirteen years' work as a solist in 
recital, Lyceum and Chautaupua, 
making twenty-one tours from 
coast to coast, as well as several 
trips to western Canada and two 
journeys to New Zealand. His com- 
pany was in France in camp en- 
tertainment work during the war 
and also hd the distinction of ap- 
pearing twice at the Grand Opera 
house in Nice, France. Mr. Newell's 
tenor voice has been trained by 
the best of teachers, including 
Albert E. Ruff, Oscur Spenger and 
Frank LaForge. He was solist with 
the Paulist Choristers on an ex- 
tended  tour  two  years  ago. 
Miss Marguerite Holt, soprano, 
has a voice of appealing purity, 
and has had excellent training in 
professional appearances in concert, 
oratorio,  musical comedy and opera. 
Joseph Marks, violinist, is a 
young Canadian, who has made 
rapid strides in his music in the 
few years he has been before the 
public. Rosamund Crawford, pianist 
is a pupjil of Frank LaForge. She 
is a recitelist of note and her play- 
ing has been highly commended 
by  musical  journels. 
The program given by this group 
of artists includes operatic numbers 
in assemble and solo as well "asj 
vocal and instrumental selection] 
from the best composers of all1? 
time. Their entertainment is strictly! 
high grade in every particular. 
We are indeed fortunate to be 
able to secure such good numbers 
here at Clemson and should be 
very thankful for the men whose 
time and efforts have enabled us 
to enjoy such entertainment. We 
are especially endebte* to Dr. 
Daniel for the time and energy he 
has spent securing such a good 
course   for   us. 
—G.   W.   G. 
a hard work because of the ^ridi- 
cule and opposition we meet with. 
This opposition comes from the 
devil. We are constantly meeting 
these oppositions, but we have 
everything Nehemiah had to Over- 
come them, faith in God. faith in 
our purpose, and prayer. We must 
have faith in our purpose to be sin- 
cere. Does each one on this campus 
believe in the kind of life he has 
been  living? 
It is very encouraging to see the 
number that attends Vespers, it U 
hoped that, this attendance will keep 
up. There is a larger number of 
Seniors than ever before attending 
these services, this too is very en- 
couraging. 




She:—Are rou very strong? 
"Stonewall' Jackson:— (Modest- 
ly)—Well, vhat can I do for you 
little   girl? 
She:—I was just wondering i£ 
you could break this ten dollar bill. 
Tell a girl that she has a musical 
laugh and she will fall for your 
stalest   joke. 
Ask  "Kit" Hane  to  give  you the 
'Halitosis" smile. 
"Dan"   Stewart:—--Where   have   I 
seen  your  face  before? 
Ed.    Cannon:—Just    where 
see  it now. 
you 
Prof. Martin:—You can go early 
today if you w,ill walk lightly 
through the halls so as not to 
awaken the other classes. 
Tom,   Tom,   the   piper's   son 
Saw an officer, and away he run. 
But      the   officer     "busted"      poor 
las. 
Her father:—"But young man, 
do you think you can make my 
daughter  happy?" 
Her suitor:—"Do I? I wish you 
could have seen her when I pro- 
posed." 
Old King Cole 
Had a radio soul 
And a radio soul  had he. 
All   he   could   get 
On  his crystal set, 
Was station B. V. D. 
—Whiz Bang 
A certain theater has a sign— 
DO NOT SMOKE, REMEMBER 
THE   IROQUOISE   FIRE. 
Underneath some wag has writ- 
ten—DO NOT SPIT, REMEMBER 
THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. 
Heroic—Majid—but, madame, 
those   pumps   are   much   too   small 
for you. 
Movie Actress—That's the rea- 
son I want to wear them. I've got 
to register a lot pain today.—Film 
Fun. 
Flirt:—"I would like to know 
how many men will be made 
wretched when I marry?" 
Friend:—"I'll tell you, if you tell 
me how many men you are going 
to   marry." 
She:  "Oh, let us dance the next! 
I   cannot   stand   sitting." 
He:  "Who can?" 
A dog sittin in the street 
Looking  very  lonely, 
Long  came   an   auto 
A H'»fck!   Honk!   balogna. 
Dan Sanftleben wishes 
whether or not the State 
department gives the 
scholarship. 




'Bull"   Tibbs:—Where    you    go- 
■Bob"   Maxweil:—Ah,    mowwhere 
'Bull":—What's    your    hurry? 
'Bob":—I gotter get'there. 
Lives there a   Cidet,   who   has   not 
said 
"Tomorrow I'll get out of bed, 
At  reveille and get things done. 
Before  the   se'.ting  of   the   sun?" 
* Lives there a man   who 'has   not 
said 
At seven A. M„ "How good this bed 
.",'■   Does feel." aid  snores  'till  after 
eight. 
Gett ten-five. Oh,   ain't  it  great? 
xxo.k ta   gp' 
The penitent confessed that her 
greatest sin was vanity. "Why, 
even this morning," she said, "I 
looked into the mirrior and thought 
'How beautiful I am." 
"Go in peace," said the priest, 
"To   be   mistaken   is   not   a   sin." 
"How did you get that cut on 
your   head?" 
"Hie—musta—hie—bit   myself." 
"Gwan. How could you bite your- 
self up there?" 
"Mu-sta stood on a chair."—Gob- 
lin. 
Bob: My father has George 
Washington's  watch: 
Bill: That's nothing my father 
has   Adam's   apple.—Sarasotan. 
"Conductor, why are we riding so 
smoothly now?" 
"We're   off  the  track." 
THE COMMUNITY STORE 
CLEMSON COLLEGE 
'KINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS 
Cash Cadet Checks. 
Agency Flosheim Shoes 
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes. 
Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners. 
Agency   Spauding   Sweaters   and 
Athletic Goods. 
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos. 
Cigars, Candies, Drinks 
Stationery, Pencils, Ink. 
Carry  a  line  of Dry  Goods,   Shirts, 
Shoes, Needles,  Pins, Thread and 
lots of things you will need while 
at school. 
Make you feel at home any time you 
come  down   and   always   glad  to 
see you. 
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar 
for 1924 
THE   COMMUNITY   STORRE,   INC 
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C. 
"What do you call a man who 
runs   an   auto?" 
"It depends on how near he 
comes  to  running  over  me." 
Bob Maxwell say the Seniors 
didn't loose their heads, they lost 
their privileges. 
Prog:—"Did your friends admire 
your  engagement ring? 
She:—"They did hiore than that, 
two   of   them   recognized   it. 
"Sir, would you give five dollars 
to bury a saxphone player?" 
Here is thirty dollars. Bury six 
of   'em." 
"Pardon me, professor, but last 
night your daughter accepted my 
proposal of marriage. I have called 
this morning to ask if there is any 
insanity in your familyl" 
"There must be." —Yale Record. 
Aggie: "May I hold your hand?" 
Maggie: "Of    course      not!     This 
isn't Palm Sunday." 
Aggie:"Well,   it     isn't   Independ- 
ence   Day  either." 
\uttEF 
  —    _ -~ 
The  "bull  ring"  has turned  into 
a race track, but never mind Cadets, 
there is a pot of gold at the end of 
it. 
Safty First 
Careful   Mother—Johnny,   if   you 
eat any more cake, youll burst. 
Johnny—Well, pass th'  cake and 
get outa the way. 
—Washington and Lee Mink. 
TIGER PRESSING CLUB 
Bring Your  Clothes to Us 
FOR 
CLEANING, PRESSING 
AND  REPAIRING 
Run by Tiger Athletes 
JACK CHANDLER, Manager 
Located in Rear of Taylor's 
Shoe Shop. 
t T 
T See I. L. KELLER 
FOR WALK-OVER   SHOES 
ARMY   OR    DRESS 
She: Did you meet any Stage 
Robbers while you were out West? 
He: Yes, I took a couple of cho- 
rus girls out to dinner.—The Co- 
lumbia Jester. 
Now children, the story for tonight 
will be about "Goldilocks and the 
Three Bares! Bare Back, Bare Chest 
and  Bare Knees." 
She:—"What   do    you    mean    by 
kissing   me?  I  say   what   do   you 
I mean?" 
He: —"Way—er—nothing." 
She:—"Don't do it again. I won't 
have any man kissing me unless he 
means   business. Don't   you   hear?" 
Buyer:—"Is    this 
absolute safe  one?" 
aeroplane    an 
Everybody going to the laundry 
go by the COMMANDANT'S OFFI- 
CE and put your name on the 
laundry list. 
"Ah, Mary, you are just as 
beautiful as ever and I never have 
forgotten   you." 
"And Sandy, You are just as 
bigger liar as ever and I believe 
you   just   the   same." 
Percy—"That was a funny thing 
you did yesterday." 
Harold—"What do you refer to?". 
Percy—"When we were passing 
by that dry goods store you saw a 
Turkish towel hanging out in the 
window and went inside and asked 
the man how much he wanted a 
pound   for   that   tripe." 
Harold—"That  ain't  half  as  bad 
as  you   did." 
Percy—"What   did   I   do?" 
Harold—"You saw a lot of cocoa- 
nuts in front of a store, and you 
went inside and asked the man how 
much he wanted for those potatoes 
with  hair  on  them. 














CLEMSON  TIGER  BELTS 
And AH Other Articles for Cadets 
MADE  TO  MEASURE  CLOTHING 
30 Years at Clemson 
"Dearest, I must marry 
IT'S HELL,   TATE 
Tate (opening a letter and find- 
ing it signed "Margaret") "How 
in the world do I know who this 
is from. I write to five girls named 
Margaret." 
The Greatest b00k since THE 
GREAT TRUNK MYSTERY is, 
HOW TO HOLD HANDS by Harold 
•Simmons Tate. 
"Little Chestnut pruit" "Bob, did 
you sweep the room out this morn- 
ing?" 
Bob Maxwell:-, .1^68." 
Pruit:—"I  don't believe it." * 
Bob:—"Well, i{.you  tWnfc  j  am 




Jimmie:—"Often,   honey;   but   I 
just love you just the sme." 
"Have  you  seen  father?" 
Politeness 
A polite man is one who listens 
with interest to things he knows all 
about when they are told him by 
a person who knows nothing about 
them. 
So To  Speak 
"Venus is always depicted 
physically perfect." 
"Yes, nobody has anything 
her." 
It Must Be Love—Father was 
giving the fair young daughter a 
lecture about her beau. He exclaim- 
ed, "Does he know who pays the 
light bills? Doesn't he know enough 
to go home at the right time?" 
The daughter replied, "Yes, he 
knows enough to go, but he was 
sick last night." 
With that father started in again. 
"Don't tell me that a big husky 
fellow like him was sick. What on 
earth was the matter with him?" 
As the fair young daughter start- 
ed for the door, she sang back, 
"He has heart trouble." 
—Indianapolis News. 
Why  Not? 
Mrs. Worrie—I can't keep my 
floors waxed and polished on ac- 
count of  the  children. 
Mr. Blunt—-Wy not wax and pol- 
ish the children? 
"SAY   IT   WITH   MUSIC" 
"Wonderful One," he niurmured, 
"Of course it Had to be You." 
And   "Charley,   My   boy,"   she  said, 
"I  think 
Of you  'From One Till Two." 
"  'It Ain't Gonna Rain No More,'" 
he cried. 
"The sun is going to 'Shine. '" 
'And 'I'm Bringing Home the Bacon' 
To my sweetheart in 'Maytime.' " 
" 'Don't Mind the Rain,' she said to 
him, 
For 'After the Storm' 'tis true 
I'll love' you best 'When Dixie Stars 










"SLOAN  B RO S 
 FOR  
ENDICOTT-JOHNSON GUARANTEED SHOES 
ARMY OR DRESS 
CLEMSON  NOVELTIES 
FULL LINE OF STATIONERY 
ATHLETI  CGOGDS 
WE   APRECIATE   YOUR   PATRONAGE 
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FOUlT 
SOUTH CAROLINA MEDICAL COLLEGE WILL 
CELEBRATE ONEjjUNDRED YEARS OF SERVICE 
1H£     TIGER 
SOUTH       CAROLINA       MEDICAL 
COLLEGE  WILL CELEBRATE 
ONE    HUNDRED    YEARS 
OF   SERVICE 
Splendid    Program    Has    Been    Ar- 
ranged To Comuieiuerate Event  
-Many   Distinguished   Educators 
And    Physicians    To    Attend. 
The South Carolina Medical Col- 
lege at Charleston wil soon com- 
plete a century of .service to the 
People of South Carolina and the 
Nation. This distinguished institu- 
tion has a reputation throughout 
all America for the splendid nature 
of work that it is accomplishing 
To commemorate the anniversary 
a program has been arranged which i 
TnTTe   man>' f6atUreS  ^H^"   ^ ^atSTo^r We   are   in  receipt  of  the   the   creation   of   the   department   of 
ecognrzed he importance of nur- 
turing this young institution in 
oider to educate at home manv 
young men who would otherwise 
have gone abroad for their pro- 
fessional training. It was not, how- 
ever, until November, 1913 that 
the State actually took over the 
Medical    College    and    made    it    a 
Wh°Ipthe1-
eduCaticnal system of 
the rftn
ar0hna- Previous to this the College struggled vainly to 
maintain a high standard in "spite 
of many vicissitudes. During the 
Civil War the College was closed; 
and except for this period there 
Has been no break in its life of 
usefulness. If has furnished the 
state with the majority of its 
practitioners, and among its gradu- 
ates are many men who have dis- 
tinguished themselves and who have 
been leaders in varied scientific 
nelds. 
DELIGHTFUL DANCE IS  I JUNIORS SELECT NEW 
GIVEN IN ANDERSON!     OFFICERS FOR CLUB 
NOVEMBER  5,  1924 
-Miss Charlotte On- Entertains Many 
Visitors   With   Halloween    Party. 
Clemson Men Attend 
following article from the City bv 
the Sea which will give an insight 
into the program which will be 
carried   out: 
ot"lhol^ednCa\°ileSe  ot  the  state 
its  rPl„     f °
lma    wil1    celebrate Its  Centennial  at  Charleston,  S    C 
November   12th   and   1.3th.   An   at" 
tractive program has been arranged 
ing the advance of Medicine from 
the earliest times, - a3s reunions 
clinic, and a , banquet. All a,rum„i 
and   exstudents   have   been   Sed 
have^been   ^   f^"0*'    in™aSns nave    been    sent      to    distinguished ' 
o„tCah°;'STTand, Physicians   through 
out   the  United   States. i 
.„E.ff°2?   have   been   made   by   the ' 
!XtZ"?*  t0  get>  touch  with  all 
Pharmacy,    but    this   was    not     IUC- 
cessfully opened  until 1894. 
With the recognization of medical 
education    throughout    the country 
affected  by  the  council   on  Medical 
Education  of the American  Medical 
Association, it became apparent that 
this   old   historic   college   could   no 
longer   bear   the   burden   alone   and 
would   be   forced   to   close its   doors 
it   it  still   continued   as   a   proprie- 
tary institution.  In 1913,  therefore 
the    trustees    and    facultv    offered 
the   college     to     the   State.     Both 
Governor  Blease and  the legislature 
resized   that   such   an   offer   could 
no     be   regarded   lightly,   and   that 
a    valuable    institution    should    be 
saved   to   the   State   and   given   the 
opportunity      to       develop      along 
modern lines and become even more 
useful than it had been in the past alnmr.;   f ,       "* «u  un   " mi  un   nq
^ instant   ST ^ ^*fc* l»l£ ™™?   '  ™   -S some  stances  this,  has   not 
fCu 'h' t,
S° th6y are tending tliough  the  press   an   invitation   to 
^t°hiSb^reandpai-ticipate 
■ITSIVV?  °ccasion  of  its  one   hun- 
recal blrtMay' " is interesting to recall some of the facts in the 
history of the establishment of this 
great     institution    which    occupies 
making the institution a State 
College in fact, as it had long been 
in name. Two months later the 
citizens of Charleston raised a fund 
of 576,000 for the purpose of erect- 
ing a new building in just a posi- 
tion  to  the  new  Roper Hospital. 
The Medical College, under the 
festering care of ,the legislature, 
has taken on  new life and with  its a ".nisnip nM;t;„„        "^umea   »™  Lajvcu  uii m  a   
^^Mg^Jf^g'^ educa-! faculty greatly enlarged,  and  equip 
TK.   .•J_




ihe idea of establishing a medical 
rn     ^   Ccf
arl6ston   origLS   in 
Dicks™        „°f    Dl'-    Samuel    He"v Uickson    who   with   the   aid   of   Dr 
James   Ramsay   and   Dr.   Henry   R 
Frost,   and   by   the   cooperation 
a r ?     t     eet    t e    de- 
mands   of  modern  medical  training, 
l'_as   rime   again   to   occupy   a   posi- 
uicn   of   the   first   rank   among   the 
medical   colleges   of   the   country. 
The   early   faculty   of   the   college 
.   Thomas "f-nnnTr wur' u    or I ;nclllded   men   of   national   and   in- 
ndorseS   £  ♦? V*   W"n   the   ternational      reputation,    and      the 
Medial    Societv    meSouth,.Carolina   brilliant  attainments and  reputation 
legislature    praying   forntanI2ed    ^ i °J   ""H 'T^i    a"raCted   Iarge   body lization    of    ' ,.f°,    the   organ-   of  sudents  from   vrious  sections   of 
Char°eston Tn I '*' . SCh°01 at K country- From U organizations 
that an annron,Zr °* the fact the faCUlty have had in view the 
of heleSl ?( T
aI "«ked I growing and changing requirements 
approval I BtPPT.' '* f&lled 0f •its of n'edicine. and have been among 
the aith'orS tn T^i In 1824> tne £irst to provide additional in 
cal school »L e8,tabll8h a medi. struction to meet these demands. It 
given bv th0 i
C°nf. d6grees was Was one of the first of Southern 
no ?nJonr;nf     
leglslature>    because | colleges    to      adopt    a      three-year 
r       t I"  
WaS  re("«sted.  As   course   of   study,   and   later   tore, 
that   velr   fhl   M £   ^ovemher   of   quire    a   four-year    course.    It    also 
Vr \- Medical    College   of | took   an   advanced   stand   in   adopt- 
nt';»r«PMM,   US   doors   toi'ns   the   hIgher      entrance    require- uis   witi   the   following   faculty   nunts  now   in   force. 
,,. axnhn   P^        ,   TT  , The work so eminetly carried out 
|i.   John  Edward  Holbrook,   Pro-   by   its    distinguished    founders    has 
Tamlnap0my-        D
;   e'n      continued      by    its      present 
James   Ramsay,   Professor   of     acuity    and      asociates,      and    the 
The home of Miss Charlotte Orr 
in Anderson was the scene of a very- 
beautiful Halloween dance on last 
Saturday night. The whole lower 
floor of the magnificient residence 
of the pretty young hostess was 
gayly decorated for the Halloween 
season, and everything possessed 
the spirit of the Goblins. 
The guests of the gala occasion 
were all dressed in accordance with 
the fashions of the "spook' and 
goblins—some as clowns, many as 
foreign ladies of nobility, and such 
other costumes as are appropriate 
for this season of the year. Most 
of the young gentlemen in attend- 
ance merely wore masks, but this 
was sufficient to hide that feature 
of the personal which usually gives 
their idenity away,  the  face. 
After a few hours of dancing that 
was   enjoyed    by,    all    confetti    was 
thrown  out   over  the   entire  assem- 
blage, giving a very pleasing effect 
to all present. Mouths of both girls 
and boys were filled with the floa 
ing mass of paper, and it was stated 
by one man that he actully saw one 
girl     who    couldn't     speak     for    a 
minute. The dancing continued until 
midnight,   and  everyone  left   in   the 
best    of    spirits    becouse    everyone 
?:nd had a wonderful time. 
To the many kind friends of 
Clemson who reside in Anderson 
the boys of Clemson express a 
deep aprreciation for the manv nice 
Parties that they have given us 
in the past. We hope that somedav 
we will be in position to show you 
how much we have been benefitted 
by those enjoyable occasian, but 
until that day we extend to you our 
most   heart-felt   appreciation. 
—J.  B.  C 
E. W. Carpenter And T. G. Jackson 
Are  Named  Vice-president  And 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Respectively 
At a meeting of the Junior Danc- 
I ing  Club  on last  Wednesday  after- 
noon   new   officers   were   elected   to 
fill   the   places   left   vacant   by   the 
leaving of "Jeke" Kinard and Kirk 
Stringfellow.   Ernest  Carpenter  was 
elected   to  succeed   "Jeke"  as  vice- 
president    of the    club and    T.  G. 
Jackson   was   chosen   secretary   an 1 
treasurer. G. W.  Gignilliat is presi 
dent   of   the   organization,   and   to- 
gether with the new officers, he ex- 
pects to complete the plans for th.j 
coming    Junior    dance    that    is    t , 
take  place  probably  sometime  dur- 
ing the last of this month. 
The new officers are popular 
members of their class and are fully 
capable of filling the positions to 
which they were elected .Both will 
do all in their power towards the 
betterment of dances at Clemson 
and G. W. Gignilliat urges that ah 
men cooperate with the officers of 
the various dancing clubs to see if 
we can't make the dances at Tiger- 
town bigger and better than ev r 
before. 
—J.   B.   C. 
COLUMBIAN SOCIETY 
ELECTS OFFICERS 
Gillespie   Chosen   As   President   For 
The  Second   Term-_part   Of  Pro- 
gram   Dispensed   \*tth   Because 
Of  Election 
His   Discretion 
Knicker—I told the cook what I 
thought of her this morning. 
Bocker—Gee! I wouldn't dare do 
that!  Didn't she leave? 
Kicker—'She was leaving when I 
told   her. 
a   black 
midnight 
Kay:—"Will    hurrying 
cat   in   a  church  yard   at 
do away with warts?" 
Det:—"Yes,   if   they   are   on   the 
cat." 
The Columbian Literary Society 
held its regular meeting list Friday 
night in the society hall. T'ae pro- 
gram was short as three members 
who were to take part were ab- 
sent and the debate was postponed 
until the next meeting so that the 
time, which was very limited, might 
be used for electing officers for 
the  second   term. 
' Gillespie, B. B. was elected to 
succeed the retiring preident Henry, 
3. W. who has fulfilled his duties 
in such a manner that he is due 
much credit. Freeland, B. W. was 
elected vice president. The other 
officers elected were as follows: 
Critic, Cary, F. L.; recording secre- 
tary, Brown, H. A.; correspi 
secretary, Day, C. B.; reporting 
tic, Gillespie, S. L.; sergeant 
Gillespie, D. D. 
Before the meeting was adjourn- 
ed   the   report     of   the   critic    ffas 
heard.   The   Treasurer   had  a  few 
words  to say about the finances of 
the society,  which he said that the 
society   was   at   present   in  a   good 
condition  financilly,  but he requesJ-, 
ed  that  all  who  had  not paid their 
dues  do  so  at  once.  An  urgent ap- 
peal   ws   made   for  more  men  and 
good   men,   especially   Juniors   and 
Sophomores.    There   are   very   few 
members  from  thes3  classes and it 
would be very gratifying to see the 
Juniors and  Sophomores turn out at 
the next meeting. 
—C. B. D. 
at 
Well Known—"He knows all  tlK 
best people in town." 
"Then   why   doesn't   he   associate 
with them?" ■ 
"They   know   him." 
—Boston . Transcript. 
Housing   Problem—"Why  do   you 
insist    on    getting      into    bedroom 
farce?" 
"Gotta have a place to sleep and 
can't rent a room." 
—Louisville   Courier-Journel. 
COMPLETE LINE OF NEW ARMY GOODS 
INCLUDING 
SHIRTS, SHOES, RAINCOATS AND LOCKEES 
SEE A. H. CHAPMAN—Room 245 
aery. 
iDr.   Samuel   Henry   Dickson,   Pro- 
psof   of  the   Institutes   of  and   the 
[•act^ice of Medicine. 
t>r.\ Thos.   G.   Prioleau,   Professor 
Obstetrices    and    Dean    of    the 
faculty. 
Dr.    Edmund    Rav~ml,    Professor 
:  Chemistry and  Pharmacy 
Dr.  Henry  R.  Frost,   Professor  of 
Lateria  Medical. 
yrhe growth of the new college 
fcfar exceeded expectation that in 
' than ten years nearly one 
wand students had been enroll- 
"With this rapid expansion it 
became necessary to provide 
quarters and the City Ooun- 
,-as petioned to appropriate 
$15^UU.JO for a new building in 
| return for the assumption by the 
Society of medical attendance upon 
the charitable institutions of the 
city for a period of twenty-five 
years. With this money the college 
'"'dm« wa'S erected and opened in 
is^v. On several occasions the 
fffislature was appealed to and 
jail appropriations were made to 
I in maintaining this institution, 
is   thus' evident   that   the   State 
laboratory   and   clinical    instruction 
live kept pace with the exacting de- 
mands  of modern medical teaching. 
] here    are    sixty-seven    professors 
and     instructors    engaged    in    the 
teaching   of   the   various   branches, 
of   whom    twenty-one    devote    their 
entire time to college work.  Among 
he    number    are    graduates    from 
various    colleges      representing      a 
number of States, and men of wide 
reputation   and   broad   scientific   at- 
tainments.  This  breadth  of  training 
and variety of service and experience 
insures   comprehensive   viewpoint   of 
the field of modern medicine, phar- 
macy, and nursing and a knowledge 
of   the   methods   of   instruction   and 
opininos of the leading medical and 
pharmaceutical   centers   of   teaching 
and   reseach. 
The college is classified as a class 
A college by the Council on Medi- 
cal Education of the American 
Medical Association, the Association 
of American Medical Colleges, and 
the American Confedence of Phar- 
maceutical Faculties. This means 
that in the opinion of these bodies 
the college is well organized and 
equipped   for   efficient   medical   and 
Pharmaceutical instruction, that the 
college ranks with the leading medi- 
cal colleges of the country, and that 
the students and graduates enjoy 
the same privileges as those of the 
large universities, 
aoyloaxadxveexstss 
In 1918 the Roper Hospital 
Training School for Nurses became 
an mtergrate part of the Medical 
College under the name of the 
School of Nursing of the Medical 
College of the State of South Caro- 
lina. The college now includes the 
three schools of-medicine, pharmacy 
and nursing, and is looking forward 
to a future of continued and in- 
creasing .strength and usefulness." 
From this program it is evident 
that this celebration will be an im- 
posing one. The people of the State 
are as one in wishing them the 
most of success in it. The amount 
of good that "The Medical College" 
is accomplishing is a direct measure 
of its usefulness. We congratulate 
them as they complete the hundred 
years of service as an Institution of 
learning and it is our hope that 
they can and will carry on for many I 
years to come. 
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L. CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE * 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Oct. 30 and 31, and Nov. 1, we will conduct a One- 
Cent special Sale on all REXALL Products, in which 
line we will sell two articles for one cent more than 
the price of one such article. For example, two 
fifty-cent articles will be sold for 51 cents. For 
further information inquire at 
THE    DRUG    STORE 
and get lined up on one of the best bargain propo- 
sition on the campus. 
Our Clemson Specialties Include 
Loose Leaf Note Books Clemson  Jewelry 
Note  Book  Fillers Pennants 
Lefax Note  Books Pillow Covers 
Eversharp Pencils Cameras 
Fountain Pens Photographic Suppli, 
Stationery Norris Candies. 
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NEW CHEER LEADERS 
ADD PEPJO YELLS 
Student    Body    Elects    Three    New 
Men—Ali Are Capable Of Position. 
In order to instill the old time 
Tiger pep into the student body 
that has been sadly lacking lately, 
a grand and glorious affair was 
held in the chapel on last Tuesday 
night, and the results were that the 
old fight .and pep that the Corps 
has had during the first part of 
this season and in the past years 
was revived to its highest pitch. 
To show our representatives of the 
gridiron that we are behind them 
during every minute of play we 
must all atiend these pep meetings 
and   get   the  spirit  of  victory. 
Coach Saunders and Capt. May 
urged the members of the student 
body to do all in their power to 
show the members of the team 
that we are counting on them to 
bring victory to the Tiger lair. 
These men cannot fight if they 
do not realize that every man in 
the Corps is backing them to the 
last, and it is therefore our duty 
as loyal Tigers to at least do our 
best. 
Due to the fact that three of the 
cheer leaders have left school it 
was necessary to elect new ones to 
fill their places. The Seniors elect- 
ed to these positions were Paul 
Graves and Ed Goodale. The Junior 
elected to fill the place of "Bus" 
Rowland was T. G. Jackson. These 
new men are fully capable of hold- 
ing down their positions as shown 
by the demonstration that they 
gave. They drew more' pep out of 
that bunch of fellows who were 
up there than has been shown here 
in many a day. To all three we wish 
the best of luck and success in 
their  new  jobs. 
TIGER   CUBS'   PREPARE 
FOR   P.   C.   FRESHMEN 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
success   and   fortune   wherever   they 
may go, ,.we are sincerely sorry that 
they did not choose to continue with 
us. 
The line-up for the game will 
be tentative, because Coach Cul 
will give a number of the boys 
a chance to do their stuff. Martin 
and Manning will hold down the 
full-back position, while there will 
be about six men who will get a 
crack at the halfway posts. Eskew, 
Timmerman and Metcalf have been 
running the .left half and will pro- 
bably continue to do so. Timmer- 
man has been out of the line-up 
for sometime with a bad foot, but 
as his foot has improved consider- 
ably of late, he may enter the 
game Saturady. If Chandler returns, 
he and Jones will work at right half, 
and Dozier and Link will take 
turns   at   quarter. 
Beat Em Cubs 
Hitherto the team has been 
slightly handicapped by the short 
time that they have been playing 
together, but two months have 
rushed by since they first hove into 
sight of one another. Now they are 
primed to the top rung, and the 
approaching game should be re- 
presentative of their true merit. 
Drilled to the last word in blocking, 
tackling and running, the boys 
should and shall give the P. C. 
bunch a dose of Tiger ferocity. If 
they survive it—credit to them, but 
to the victors belong the spoils, and 
we don't believe the Cubs are going 
o have empty hands when the last 
histle  blows. 




Greenville Editor  Gives  Opinion  On 
Tiger Situation. 
The following comment by Whitner 
Cary, sports editor of The Pied- 
mont, is from his co.lumn, "Sport- 
O-Scope." It is pertinent to the 
football situtation here and should 
be of much interest, as showing 
what outsiders think of gridiron 
affairs   at   Tigertown: 
TO   SAY   THAT   THE   SPECTACLE 
enacted on Riggs Field Saturday 
morning was di3hearting and morti- 
fying to the many Clemson support- 
ters who had gathered for the big 
"Home Coming" game is expressing 
the situation in mild terms. 
Now there is hardly a football 
critic, follower or spectator who 
saw the game who really believes 
that the Tigers are as far below the 
V. P. I. eleven as that horrible 50 
to 6 score would indicate. 
* *     * 
CLEMSON   on   dope,   was   due   to 
lose   that   game.   But   to   lose  it  by 
such   a   tremendous   margin   as   the 
one  recorded Saturday  is out  of all 
reason    and    shows    that    there    is 
something going on in the camp of 
the  Tigers  that  should  be  run   out. 
Now everybody is aware of the 
recent upheaval at the Tiger insti- 
tution and of the discord and un- 
rest that it has brought about. 
But every follower of the Tiger 
and every well wisher of" the des- 
tinies of the football eleven had 
hoped in his secret heart that this 
unhappy spirit would not spread to 
the football team. 
We had not seen the Tigers in 
action prior to the Carolina game 
and therefore could only judge of 
their past performances on heresay 
and what we read. But in the 
Carolina game the spirit of the team 
seemed to be good and the recent 
trouble at the school seemed to 
have had no effect on the play o? 
the  team. 
* *     * 
THE TIGERS put up a good bat- 
tle against the Gamecocks, a bat- 
tle that was as near even as any we 
have ever seen and which was 
decided by the Birds getting the 
break. There was little to choose 
between the two teams in that Pair 
Week exhibition. 
All hoped that the team would 
weather the storm of unrest that 
had enveloped the Tiger institution 
and that the rest of the season 
would see the Jungaleers display 
the old time fight and dash that 
has always been a part of Clemson 
elevens of the pst. 
For that reason the heartbreak- 
ing debacle that the old grads and 
the spectators were treated to on 
last Saturday morning at Riggs 
Field was doubly disappointing. 
Charlie Robinson's being out of the 
game unquestionably hurt the 
Tigers. But the absence of this 
star back certainly did not call for 
the tremendous difference in the 
score. 
* *     » 
RUMBLINGS   OF   DISCORD   and 
unrest on the eleven, because of 
the recent happenings at Clemson, 
have reached our ears and after 
viewing the spectacle on last Satur- 
day morning we are forced to be- 
lieve that a really serious condi- 
tion exists on the Tiger team. 
Now this is indeed unfortunate. 
The   Tigers   started    with   a   team 
that was, on paper, rated at the 
peak of the list of South Caro- 
lina elevens. Most of that material 
is still at Clemson. But the spirit, 
that intangible and, most important 
ingredient to the success of any 
athletic undertaking, has taken 
phantom wings and flown from the 
Tiger lair. 
Whether it will return and find 
a lodgement in the breats of the 
Junglaleers is yet to be seen. It is 
a pretty safe argument that if 
Clemson puts up the same game 
as that shown on last Saturday the 
remaining games on the schedule 
are going to be hard to bring to the 
won side of the ledger. 
We sincerely hope for the sake of 
the past glories of the Tiger insti- 
tution , for the sake of the loyal 
Clemson alumni, who have stuck 
by the eleven, for the sake . of 
Coaches Saunders and May, who 
have toiled so faithfully and dili- 
gently to turn out a winning ma- 
chine and a machine that would 
reflect credit on the institution, 
that the team will rally and play 
the season thru as its ability en- 
titles  it  to. 
*   *   • 
TTS SQUARELY up to the team. 
We are not saying which side is 
right in the recent controversy. 
But we do say this that as Clemson 
students and as standard bearers 
of the colors that have so long been 
factors in athletic activities of this 
state, it is up to the members of 
the Tiger team to steel their souls 
against the call of unrest and dis- 
cord that is so rampant on the 
campus and to go forward with the 
year's play in the way that the 
season's   activities   started. 
The old grads are still counting 
on them to rise above the turmoil 
and sea of strife and discord and to. 
show the world that there beats 
under those Clemson jerseys the 
spirit that so often, in the past, 
carried Tiger teams to victory. 
IT IS PROBABLY HARD, at this 
stage of the game, for the team to 
go thru with the schedule with the 
same spirit that existed before. 
But for the sake of the loyal alum- 
nae, for the sake of the coaching 
staff, for the good of South Caro- 
lina athletics, and last but not 
lest for the good of their own souls, 
when in after life they sit in the 
dull after-glow of youth and gaze 
backward into the spaces of yester- 
year, we hope that the members of 
the 1924 Clemson team will rise 
above the maelstrom now existing 
and will show to the footbal worll 
that there beats in their hearts the 
spark of loyalty to school and 
friends that no deluge of unrest 
or wave of discontent can extin- 
guish. 
WONDERFUL V. P. I. TEAM 
DEFEATS TIGERS HOMECOMING 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
better team than did Clemson. Just 
the same it is only right to say, 
though it hurts to say it, that 
the Gobblers were not really 44 
points better than the Tigers, and 
they won by that large a margin 
because our boys were off their 
game. 
At the form they showed the day 
of the Auburn game, we can't ima- 
gine the Jungaleers being beaten 
by such a margin. 
That they were off Saturday con- 
not be blamed on them. They were 
fighting under many handicaps, 
and were the victims circumstances 
in many ways. It was impossible 
that the spirit could be what it 
once   was. 
The  problem  now  is  to  get  that 
spirit oacK up to the old flood tide, 
to sweep through the remainder of 
the season without further set-back 
It is up to the team, and it is 
even more up to the student body, 
for their spirit is really whac 
forms the team's. 
Robby Missed 
Captain Charlie Robinson, con- 
fined to the sidelines by an injured 
ankle, was sorely missed by the 
Tigers. His punting above all was 
needed, his running was needed, 
and his steadying and leading in- 
fluence was needed. It is to be 
hoped that he will be back in condi- 
tion   in   the  very  near   future. 
The need for Robby's punting be- 
came evident at the very opening 
of the game, when a very short 
kick gave Virginia Tech the ball 
on Clemson's 3 7 yard line, putting 
them in position to score, which 
they quickly did. Four plays only 
slightful fruitful, mixed in with a 
twenty-yard run by Esleeck and 
two five-yard gains by Moss, put 
the ball on the edge of the goal 
and Esleeck took it over. Ruther- 
ford's sure-kicking toe put the 
drop-kick across the bars for the 
seventh   point. 
Harmon Gets Loose 
At this juncture Pat Harmon 
brought additional fame to an already 
brilliant record and the Clemson root- 
ers to their feet in joy by two beauti- 
ful runs which scored Clemson's 
touchdown. After V. P. I. had run a 
few plays, they kicked, Pat return- 
ing the punt a few yards to his 
own 24-yard line. A five-yard 
penalty made it look bad for Clem- 
son, but Pat fooled them. Instead 
of punting he took to his fleet feet 
dodging and twisting with a form 
all his own, ran thirty yards, putt- 
ing the ball at the edge of Tech 
territory. A short gain by Roy, and 
a five-yard plunge by Walker gain- 
ed a little more ground, but the 
Tigers were again discouraged with 
a   penalty. 
Once more Pat was the hero 
He took the ball, slipped through 
right tackle, dodged around the 
flank of the secondary, eluding 
all who would stop him, and he 
was not stopped until he was be- 
hind Tech's goal, and Clemson had 
a touchdown. The Homecomers 
went wild, for there came visions 
of a tied score and Clemson really 
in the battle. But the kick for 
point failed and V. P. I. still held 
the lead. 
Little more happened the first 
quarter, but in the second the foot- 
ball game gradually became i 
track meet, the V. P. I. team getting 
enough opposition to show its fine 
qualities to best advantage. The 
first scoring of the period came 
with Rutherford's drop-kick from 
the 4 2-yard line putting over three 
more   points. 
From that time to the end of 
the game the touchdowns piled up 
unceasingly, although they relented 
somewhat in the third period. One 
came after a steady drive of line 
plunges, another by a forward-pass 
Rutherford to Roberts which gain- 
ed 6 8 yards, the next by another 
aerial fling executed by the same 
pair, and still more by stedy runn- 
ing football. 
It was most disheartening to 
Clemson people, but one could not 
help but admire the wonderful team 
which Coach Ben Cubbage brought 
here. It played real football of the 
highest order, comparing most 
favorably with anything that has 
ever been seen on Riggs Field, and 
some good ones have played there, 
including Centre. The sports 
writers from the daily papers, hav- 
ing seen some of the best of the 
Conference,   said   V.   P.   I.   was   the 
best they had seen. 
The whole team was made of a 
stars, even the whole squad, for 
Coach Cubbage used every man he 
brought, and there was no appre- 
ciable difference in the quality of the 
play. 
Only one man stood out. Ruther- 
ford will he sadly cheated if. he is 
not put on the all-Conference team. 
He kicks beautiful punts and amaz- 
ing mid-field drop-kicks. He can 
hardly be stopped when he carries 
the ball, and passes it with great 
ease. 
Clemson's team fought a good 
fight, with odds and fate against 
them. They had no stars, except 
the brilliant Harmon whose scoring 
feat   has   been   described. 
Line   -Up 
Clemson   (6) V. P.  I.   (50) 
Finklea L.  E   Krebs 
Hane L. T Graham 
Tennant  L.  G Fry 
Leitzsey    C Moran 
Jackson   R.   G Ray 
Wilson R.  T Green 
Roy  R.  E Hollv 
Stewart  Q.  B Rutherford 
Williams.  L. H De Le Barre 
Harmon    R.  H   Esleeck 
Walker  F. B Moss 
Score by Periods: 
V.   P.   I. 7     23     7     13—50 
Clemson 6     0     0       0—  6 
Touchdown: V. P. I.: Esleeck 3, 
Roberts 2, Moss, Rutherford, Clem- 
son: Harmon. Field goal: Ruther- 
ford. Goals after touchdown: 
Rutherford 5. Officials: Foster 
referee; Black (Davidson) umpire; 
Moore (Washington & Lee) head- 
linesman. 
COMMUNITY CLUB 
GIVES SECOND DANCE 
Best   Dance  Of  The   Year  Is   Given 
In   Agricultural   Hall.—Many 
Visitors    Present. 
The Community Dancing Club 
gave its second dance of the season 
on last Friday night in the dance 
hall of the Agricultural Building. 
A very enjoyable time was had by all 
who attended. This was the second 
dance that this club has given this 
year, and those who have attended 
both say that this one was even 
better than the first, 
ritt, secretary and treasurer. 
The dance Friday night was at- 
tended by most of the young peo- 
ple on the campus, several Clemson 
Cadets, and six young ladies from 
Spartanburg. These young ladies 
from the "City of Success" added 
very much to the occasion and the 
Cadets who atteded the dance were 
all "up in the air" over them. From 
all reports P. D. Stoney has killed 
another   heart. 
Music for the occasion was furn- 
ished by the Clemson orchestra, 
and Capt. Rod Heller certainly 
can produce some wicked jazz with 
the able assistance of the other 
members of the troup. The festival 
lasted until the wee small hours of 
the night, and all left the dance 
hall in the best of spirits. 
The young ladies from Spartan- 
burg were: Misses Lila Atkinson, 
Bonita Atkinson, Agnes Mansfield, 
Betty Hutchins, Sarah Dodgins, and 
Meredith   Price. 
—J.  B.  C. 
The community dancing club 
held its second monthly dance of 
the season at the old gym on Fri- 
day evening with a fine attendance. 
This organization, made up of var- 
ious faculty and other community 
people, is the means of much plea- 
sure to its members and friends. 
SIX THE     TIGER NOVEMBER  5,  1924 
A STORY in  the November issue  ball.  That  the  death  charge  of  the 
of the "Red Book" is one of the 
finest if not the very finest, story 
of football I have ever read. It is 
"The Great Dane" by Gerald Beau- 
mon-t. Most fictional stories of 
football or other sports have a 
sameness and a lack of reality that 
make them lose their interest. 
But "The Great Dane" is entire- 
ly original in its idea and is magni- 
ficently written with an atmosphere 
very true to the great American 
college sport. Bellew University, 
though imaginary, seems very real, 
and two most unusuail leading char- 
acters, the varsity captain and "the 
sweet singer of Bellew" (for Bellew 
is co-educational) are striklying pre- 
sented. The great game of the sea- 
son is stirring, to say the least. 
Naturally Bellew wins and all is 
happy, but the inevitable ending 
does not come with the inane 
sameness of the usual football story. 
• * » 
THE POINT of all this is not 
that I am trying to advertise tb.3 
"Red Book" but that I want to 
bring in a little quotation from the 
story. Bellew University was para- 
llel to Clemson in that its team was 
known as the Tigers. It was also 
parallel in that it had a wonder- 
ful fighting spirit. Now in the 
final game of the season Bellew 
was doped to lose to the tradi- 
tional rival, but the venerable Bel- 
lew coach devised a play which 
would overcome the Crimson. Lonfg 
before the game he outlined trie 
plan, and the quarterback delight- 
edly exclaimed, "Pa' you know 
what that play suggests-to me? A 
wounded Tiger charging. Isn't that 
it? He is charging with such blind 
force that you can't guage his 
speed." 
* * * 
THKN,in the description of the 
final moments of the big game, 
comes this line, "It was the death 
charge of the Tiger and Holger 
Danske was carrying the ball." 
Take my word for he carried it 
across the goal in a thrilling man- 
ner  too. 
NOW CLESMON'S team is a 
wounded Tiger, Tiger sorely hurt 
by three defeats in three Confer- 
ence games. But there are three 
more games to be played, games 
which will not be won easily though 
early season' dope might have indi- 
cated that. And the Tiger, though 
wounded, must charge into David- 
son, into The Citadel, and into 
Furman, charge with "such blind 
force that you -can't guage his 
speed." 
•   •   • 
WITH SUCH a charge all will be 
well for the Purple and the Gold, 
for it will be the death charge of 
the Tiger and Charlie Robinson, 
Pat Harmon, Bratton Williams, 
John Walker, Dan Stewrt, or some 
other   back   will   be   carrying   the 
Tiger will end in glory for Clem- 
son, as it did for Bellew,' we are 
confident. 
»,     .     . 
THE V. P. I. game is a night- 
mare to be forgotten, except that 
its mistakes must be remembered 
so that they may not be repeated. 
And it will be many a day before 
those who witnessed that game 
will forget the smoothness, power, 
and versatility of that Gobbler 
team. The only way I can imagine 
to stop those boys is to send a 
squadron of Captain Higgin's tanks 
against them, firing batteries of 
machine guns fully equipped with 
barrels and barrel extensions as well 
as  lots  of  ammunition. 
TEAMS wearing red jersies are 
running wild in the South this year, 
say Morgan Blake, referring especi- 
lly to the Georgia and Alabama 
elevens. To his attention we re- 
spectfully submit the V. P. I. Gob- 
blers. They wear red jersies, and 
they are as drastic a team as one 
would care to meet. Still undefeated 
they will be at the end of the sea- 
son,   we  venture  to  say. 
• •   • 
PAT HARMON, who shone so 
brilliantly against V. P. I., is by 
far the leading scorer among the 
football players of South Carolina. 
To his credit are 48 points. Captain 
Charlie Robinson stands next in 
the list with 26, following by a 
long string of player on other 
Palmetto  State  teams. 
• •   • 
UNDFEATED teams of the South- 
ern Conference are Alabama, Geor- 
gia, Mississippi A. & M., Washing- 
ton and Lee, and V. P. I. The last 
two named have played tie games. 
In South Carolina football, Carolina 
is  the   only  undefeated  team. 
THE SPONSORS added color to 
the V. P. I. game. They were terri- 
bly disappointed that Clemson was 
snowed under, but it was not their 
fault. Their job was to look 
beautiful, and that they surely 
did. They were Miss Agnes Steven- 
son, Miss Ethelyn Bryant, and Miss 
Mary   B.   Robertson. 
EYES TURN now to the front. 
Clemson hoped to win some of 
those Conference games, but that 
is past history now and nothing 
can be done about it. The job now 
is to avoid all further losses by 
downing Davidson, Citadel, and 
Furman decisively. 
» • • 
BE A GOOD LOSER, BUT DON'T 
MAKE IT A HABIT is a slogan 
which Clemson should mull over. 
Clemson has showed herself to be 
a good loser by the way in which 
the defeats by Auburn, Carolina, 
and Virginia Tech were taken. Now 
Let's snap out of the habit, and 
try being a winner for a while. 
BREAKS AND LUCK have been 
against Clemson, but that is no 
alibi. The opposition of luck only 
calls for sterner battle. Grantland 
Rice, whom I quote so much, has 
written a poem which hits the 
proposition   squarely: 
THE LUCKY SONS 
Lucky   the    one   who    can   look   at 
Fate 
With   a   laugh,   and   say—■ 
"Block   the    highway   and   bar   the 
gate, 
Send   me   down   where   the   beaten 
wait, 
But I won't stay. 
I'm   on   my  way   and   I'll   take   the 
load 
Thru   hell   or  what   to   the   end   of 
the   road. 
Lucky the one w&o can understand 
That  it's     all  a fight; 
Driving  on thru  a broken  land 
Where it's hilt to hilt and it's hand 
to hand 
With it's share of night; 
Who knows in advance that the old 
dream's   gone 
And it's mainly a matter of slogging 
on. 
Fate   finds   a   joy  in  breaking   men 
Who shrink  from  the  flame; 
But   out   of  the   struggle   now   and 
then 
The valiant rise from the shadowed 
glen 
To play out the game; 
Taking the breaks as they come or 
go— 
But slogging  on  to  the end  of the 
show. 
• •   • 
CLEMSON'S TIGER has been 
sent down where the beaten wait, 
but he won't stay, for the "valiant 
rise   from   the   shadowed   glen." 
• •  • 
DAVIDSON is strong. Citadel is 
strong. Furman is stronger. But 
Clemson is going to beat them all. 
However, it will not do to under- 
estimate their strength. Davidson 
is not the weak opponent she has 
been for few seasons. She and Wake 
Forest are said to have the two 
best teams in North Carolina. Cita- 
del has a fierce scrapping Bulldog 
eleven. One that knows football. 
Captain May, who has scouted them, 
is very much impressed with the 
Bullodg strength.- Furman is con- 
stantly improving and they are 
condfident of redeeming an other- 
wise bad season by downing Clem- 
son on Riggs Field. But we'll show 
you, Davidson, itadel and Furman. 
*     *     * 
WHILE THE VARSITY is per- 
forming in Charlotte Saturday with 
the Wildcats for their opponents, 
three other Tiger teams will be 
in action, two of them at Clem- 
son. On Riggs Field the Tiger cubs 
will battle the P. C. freshmen in 
what is expected to be a great 
game, which Coach Cul is hoping 
to put on the right side of the 
ledger. Also at Clemson the cross 
country 'team of Coach Reed will 
meet Georgia Tech. This should be 
a fine event, for the cross country 
runners have been working faith- 
fully for their grind. At Hartwell, 
the Clemson scrubs will play North 
Georgia Aggies, and they too, hope 
to bring home a victory. Four 
victories for Clemson, three foot- 
ball and one cross-country would 
make it a great day. 
GLEMSON-GITADEL TQ i MACHINE GUNNERS 
DEDICATE NEW FIELD       CEASE TO EXIST 
Anderson Has New American Legion 
Memorial   Stadium—Great   Battle 
Expected And Royal Entertain- 
ment   Planned. 
Anderson is going ahead with 
her great plans for the Clemson- 
Citadel game on November 15. The 
new Memorial Athletic Field will 
be dedicated just before the game, 
and the Tiger-Bulldog fray is ex- 
pected to be a feature battle. The 
Electric City has arranged royal 
entertainment   for  all   the   visitors. 
The following story from The 
Anderson Daily Mail tells of some 
of the plans: 
Dedicatory exercises for Memor- 
ial Athletic Field sponsored and 
constructed by W. A. Hudgens Post 
of the American Legion in memory 
of their comrades who gave their 
lives in France, will be held at the 
new field on November 15, being 
a feature of the Clemson-Citadel 
football game scheduled here for 
that day. 
The exercises will be brief but 
impressive, beginning at 2:30 
o'clock during the afternoon and 
lasting but half an hour, when the 
Clemson-Citadel   game   will   start. 
The "Gold Star Mothers" of 
Anderson will be guests of the Le- 
gion Post for the game, seats being 
set aside for  them. 
Major W. D. Workman, ex-service 
man of . Greenville, will be the 
speaker for the occasion delivering 
a brief dedicatory address. Other 
features will render the event an 
impressive  one 
Plans for the event were out- 
lined at a meeting of the local post 
last night. At that time a number 
of commitees to serve in connection 
with the event here next month 
were   appointed. 
With the addition of more than 
2,000 bleacher seats opposite the 
present stands, the seating capacity 
of the field is increased to approxi- 
mately 4,700 person. Officials of 
the post are expecting that all 
available seats will be taken for the 
event. All seats will be numbered 
and reserved before the contest. 
—W. W. B. 
Famous Company Done Away With. 
To Be Issued The Famous Spring- 
field—The Life Of Ease is Over 
The Machine Gun Company at 
Clemson is no more. At supper 
Monday niight an order was real 
that forever did away with the 
aggregtion of "barl and barl ex- 
tension" artist. It was with a feel- 
ing of regret that the cadets heard 
the order that did away with this 
farmed organization as it has giv- 
to the Cdet Coprs a number ■>? 
very famous men, chief of whon 
was Cadet Steamboat Hamilton, 
who left his name as a lasting mem- 
ory to those who walked the "bull 
ring." 
But it had to be done. Due to 
the recent disturbance, Capt Ober? 
has too many rifles In his boudior 
and they are extremely dirty. They 
will be issued at the earliest possi- 
ble moment and the sophomores 
and juniors in the M. G. Co. will 
clean them up nice and shiny for 
Saturday Morning inspection. Their 
days of ease behind middle bar- 
racks have ceased. No longer will 
they lay on the grass and discuss the 
latest news of the campus. Instead 
they will form and march to Bow- 
man's Field to show the Army how 
it should be done, and instead of 
carrying only a cartridge belt they 
will sling the famous Springfiel I 
Rifle, that made and perserved us , 
nation. 
—G. W.  G 
LOCAL LEGION MEN 
TO FINISH GROUNDS 
Every   Member   Urged   To   Be   Pre- 
sent At School Grounds Saturday. 
Picnic Lunch To be  Served By 
J. H. Webb, '23 has left the 
Testing Department of the General 
Electric Company at Schenectady, 
N. Y. to take a position as instruc- 
tor at the University of Wisconsin 
at Madison,  Wisconsin. 
PERSONA L NOTES 
At the October meeting of the 
John C. Calhoun chapter, U. D. C., 
held on Monday afternoon last at 
the home of Mrs. Hoke Sloan, the 
annual election of officers was held, 
resulting in the selection of the 
following: President, Mrs. Frank 
C. Anderson; vice president, 
Mrs. W. B. Wertz corres- 
ponding secretary, Mrs. Frank 
H. Clinkscales; recording secretary, 
Mrs. G. Hubert Aull; treasurer, 
Mrs. Mark E. Bradley; historian, 
Mrs. J. E. Hunter; registrar, Mrs. 
E. B. Elmore. The chapter reports 
a flourishing year just closed and 
indications  of a fine year  ahead. 
The Junior Dancing club, one of 
the several student class dancing 
clubs, announces that its frist au- 
tumn dance, which was to have 
been held on Friday evening, No- 
vember seventh, has been postpon- 
ed until later in the month, the 
new date to be announced later. 
Legion Auxiliary. 
The following letter has been re- 
ceived from a member of-!the Com- 
mittee representing the ^American 
Legion in its splendid efforts toward 
remodeling the grounds of the 
Clemson-Calhoun school. The letter 
is published for the information of 
those concerned. 
Clemson  College,  S.   C  
November 3rd., 1924. 
Legionaires and Ex service men: 
Conmrades: 
The Local Post of the American 
Legion has an unfurnished job at 
the Clemson - Calhoun school 
grounds. 
At a called meeting of the Post 
on October 30th. it was decided and 
agreed to tackle the job again on 
Saturday, November 8th. at 2:00 
P. M. 
MAY WE COUNT ON YOU BE- 
ING PRESENT or furnishing a sub- 
stitute?   ?   ?   ?   ?  ? 
Also, may we count on you to 
ask Mother, Sister, Wife, or Lady 
friend to prepare a picnic lunch and 
join us  at  4:30  P. M.  that date. 
The Committee in chage will 
furnish HOT COFFEE with CREAM 
(REAL  COW)   and  SUGAR. 
Lets do the work and then have 
a  good time. 
Yours for more PEP in our Post. 
Jesse M.  Peck. 
Chairman  Committee   (EATS) 
Miss Julia Hook has returned 
from a visit with relatives in Sum- 
ter. 
Mr.   and   Mrs.   Thomas   S.   Buie, 
whose   wedding   occurred   on   Octo 
ber   9   in  Greeleyville,   have  return 
ed to Clemson  and are at home t 
their  many  friends.   Mrs.   Buie,   b 
fore her marriage, was Miss Louise 
Burgess. 
* 
• 
« 
